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Hot Air from an Editor 

Jocelyn Reynolds 

In 1988, I went to the Sidmouth Festival in England. and saw the Seven 
Champions Molly Dancers. A combination of their powerful, tight danc
ing, the eerie quality of the blackface which rendered them unrecogniz
able as individuals, and a lot of attention (0 the details of their act made 
them compelling as well as a great deal of fun. 

A combination of my memories of the Champs, knowing that Elaine 
Bradtke had just completed her dissertation on Molly (Molly Dancing and 
the Seven Champions: Postmodernism and the Re-Invtntion ofTradition, 
1997), and then tiling a Molly workshop from Sue DuPre, combined to 
inspire this issue of the Ammcan Moms Newsktter. 

Elaine provided us with names, contact information, and lots of sug
gestions of whom (0 approach in England for help. She also sent me to 
Andy Hilditch for our cover and "clip" art. He has been wonderful to work 
with, and we have been completely delighted with his work. So, our heart
felt thanks to both Elaine and Andy! 

Many thanks also to our other contributors: Graham Baldwin was 
kind enough to write about the Vancouver Morris Men's Plough Sunday 
celebrations; Dave Dye sent in a write-up of the Seven Champions' ori
gins and philosophy, and Sue DuPre gave us a description of Handsome 
Molly's experiences at the Straw Bear Festival this year which made me want 
to buy airline tickets for next year's festival right away. 

This issue also includes the second half ofJan Elliott's article on the 
relationship between morris music and dance. We hope (0 have the next 
installment of my interview with Jim Morrison in the Winter AMN 

We hope that you all had a successful spring and summer dancing sea
son, and are looking forward to an equally successful Autumn! 

.:. 
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About the Artist 

Andy Hilditch, Anist Laureate of me Seven Champions, sadly 
admits that he is not curremly a dancing member of the Seven 
Champions, due ro distance and car trouble, but says he finds 
them ro be "inspirational" ro his work. Who could question mat? 
He hopes ro remedy the distance problem by giving up living in 
Bampron for Sussex! 

He has gained our undying gratirude for providing theAMN 
with the charming arrwork seen in mis issue. The cover draw
ing (and much of the clip an) is of Spike the Treacle Rat, the 
ediror's favorite character. As me Champions explain, me dan
ger of having rreacle rats run up the insides of their trouser legs 
while working in the rreacle mines ofKem is an ever-presem dan
ger. This is why they wear ties just below the knee. 

Other teams Andy has caricarured include the Bampron 
Morris Men, Lizzie Dripping, and Rogue; and he does a canoon 
strip aboU[ "Bampron Bill" for me Bampton Beam three times a 
year. (And we're hoping the AMN will be receiving it's own 
canoon strip sometime soon.) 

Outside of the morris world, Andy is deeply involved in 
paiming carroon murals. He also designs and paims oil burn
ers. 

Andy is influenced by Roaul Servais and Zbig (an animaror 
and a film maker, respectively), the Asterix anists, and Mad 
Magazine, and he hopes some day ro go imo animation. We 
wish him good luck, and hope that at least some of his future 
best sellers are about Molly and morris dancers. 
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A Short History of Pre-Revival Molly Dancing 

Elaine Bradtke 

It was once commonly thought that the Molly dances were a degenerate 
form of the Corswold-sryle morris dances. Even me name Molly was be
lieved ro be a corrupt form of "morris." However, Molly dances differ so 
gready from the Cotswold morris in appearance, repertoire, and season of 
performance, that they hardly seem related at all. In fact, Molly dancing 
before the revival was an amalgamation of Plough Monday celebrations 
with other traditional modes of communiry expression. 

Plough Monday 
The geographic bulge in southeastern England, including the coumies of 
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, and pans of Henfordshire, Bedfordshire, 
Lincolnshire and Essex, is loosely known as East Anglia and the Fens. 
Because of me relative richness of me low lying land, agriculture has been 
a very imporram aspect of life in this region . One of the days which held 
a special place in the East Anglian calendar was Plough Monday, the first 
Monday following the sixth ofJanuary. Once part of the ecclesiastical cycle 
of festive days (marking the end of the Christmas holidays), the first men
[ion of Plough Monday celebrations is found in churchwardens' accoums 
from 1413 (Hunon 1994:50). By the sevemh of January, Hunon notes: 

The merry-making was over for everybody, and in arable 
districts preparations commenced for the ploughing. Irwas 
an activity with its own rites and religious associations. In 
the East iVlidlands there were "plough lights" kept burning 
in many churches, in some cases definitely maintained by 
special guilds. Each probably had a plough placed in front, 
for at Holbeach in Lincolnshire and at Great Yarmouth there 
were cenainly ploughs mounted in churches upon special 
stands (1994:16). 

These ploughs were often blessed in the church before the new plough
ing season began (ibid.). Young men of the village also dragged a plough 
through the srreets and collected money for the parish funds . These con
tributions helped maimain the plough lights in the church. During the 
early Tudor era, these practices were widespread. There is evidence mat 
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Plough Monday celebrations extended into Yorkshire. However, no in
formation has been found concerning dancing as pan of these pre-Refor
mation celebrations. 

In the late 1540s, Plough Monday and other seasonal church-related 
activities were actively discouraged by the Puritan government. During 
the reign of Edward the VI, the blessing of ploughs was specifically con
demned by Protestant writer John Bale. In 1538, royal injunctions were 
issued , causing rhe elimination of unnecessary lights in the church (includ
ing those in front of ploughs). With the snuffing out of the plough lights, 
many Plough Monday collecting rounds ceased to have a reason to exist. 
However, Hunon found that collections continued, with the proceeds going 
to the general church fund (1994;74) . By 1550, church-related Plough 
Monday celebrations had halted, the plough lights extinguished, and the 
ploughs removed from the church. But this did not end the celebrations 
outside the church. In Southern Yorkshire, Plough Monday revelries were 
forbidden because they were associated with drunkenness and brawls. 
When Mary assumed the throne, the Puritan prohibitions were relaxed. 
In East Anglia, there was a resurgence of Plough Monday collections for 
the church. 

In pre-Reformation times, Plough Monday collections and other spe
cial events formed a significant pan of a church's income. After the Ref
ormation, church ales and other fund raising events were abandoned in 
favor of levying rates on the parishioners and renting pews to the faithful. 
By 1600 the collections gathered on Plough Monday in East Anglia rarely 
ended up in the church coffers. Although the church-plough relationship 
was greatly diminished after the reign of Elizabeth, secular celebrations of 
Plough Monday continued into the twentieth century. In this century, 
the Church of England has once again taken to blessing ploughs (Porter 
1974:56), continuing the cycle. 

Molly Dancers 
The records for Molly dancing do not go back very far. It is likely that the 
custom is not as ancient as Cotswold Morris. Molly dancing seems to have 
peaked in the early part of the nineteenth century. Much ofwhat we know 
about Molly dancing in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
was gathered by the dancer/collectors Russell Wortley, Cyril Papworth , 
Joseph Needham, and Arthur Peck. Additional information has been 
gleaned from newspaper archives by George Frampton. 

Molly dancers were usually local agricultural workers. The following 
description of their life was quoted in Sale (1995;46); 
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An English agriculrurallabourer [said a Member of Parlia
ment in 1830).. . undergoes the pains of unsatisfied hun
ger almost all the time that he is not asleep. He is half clad, 
and has not more fire than barely suffices to cook his scanty 
meal. And so cold and damp are always at home with him, 
and leave him only in fine weather ... He must support his 
family, though he cannot do so, whence come beggary, de
ceit of all sorts, ending in fully developed craftiness . .. He 
is depraved through and through, too far gone to possess 
even the strength of despair. His wretched existence is brief. 

These workers usually appeared as Molly dancers either on Boxing Day 
(December 26th ), or, more frequently, Plough Monday. Molly dancers 
from villages with plough gangs invariably appeared on Plough Monday 
though the two groups usually toured separately. By some accounts, ei
ther, or both days may have been celebrated. In addition, in very hard 
times, they would appear for two or more days in succession. Ploughmen 
who were unemployed because of frozen or water-logged fields would have 
used these gatherings as a way to earn much-needed money, as well as a 
diversion from their unhappy state. 

What did they look like? At least one, sometimes several, and as many 
as half of the dancers wore women's clothing. This varied from the elabo
rate costume of the "lady," which often included a veil, gown, bonnet, and 
petticoats, to the simpler use of a skirt and lady's hat. Frampton quotes a 
police officer's description of one such outfit: '''His face was quite black. 
He had on an old straw hat, and an old coat stuffed with straw to make 
him appear high-backed, and some women's petticoats ... He was in dis
guise'" (1987:79) . 

Aside from the feminine attire, Molly dancers sported ribbons and 
rosenes attached to their shirrs (as did the plough gangs), sashes, and top 
hats. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, some wore sashes 
or baldrics in colors specific to their particular village. There was often a 
"Lord" who accompanied the "Lady" or Molly. He usually had extra sashes, 
rosettes, or baldrics, and a special hat to distinguish him from the rest. Some 
groups wore a motley assortment ofclothing, with strips of ribbons attached 
to their sleeves and sometimes their trousers. The Molly dancers in many 
cases wore blacking on their faces, either smudges or full coverage. This 
consisted of burnt cork, soot, or a combination of soot and grease. In the 
exceptional village of Milton, they wore animal heads (not masks) . In 
keeping with the behavioral standards of the nineteenth century (and their 
origins among the ploughmen), the Molly dancers were only male. There 
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are several recorded instances of women joining them for a dance or [\vo 
as they made their rounds, but they were not part of the group. 

The dancers were accompanied by non-dancing men who had specific 
functions and special costumes. These included an "umbrella man," whose 
task it was to shield the musician from rain and snow. Another man (the 
"rag man") might look after the dancers' coats, which they shed while danc
ing. Most important was the "cadger," who often had a distinct costume. 
This man was trusted with the money box. The money was sometimes 
collected in a large ladle and then placed in the money box for safe keep
ing. The "sweeper" or "whiffler" carried a broom or other implement and 
cleared a space in the crowd for the dancers, or swept away the snow. 
Sometimes this broom was used in a solo dance inside the pub. 

Whence Molly? 
The Cambridge journalists who wrote about Plough Monday activities did 
not begin to use the term Molly until 1866 (Frampton 1989:122), with 
no explanation of where it came from. Further insight can be found in 
the Oxford English Dictionary. There, Molly is defined as "an effeminate 
man or boy." Looking further, there is a definition of mollycot as "one 
who 'fusses' about domestic concerns; a man who performs women's du
ties." If we consider the use of the broom to sweep the dance ground and 
the borrowed women's apparel, these wo definitions of Molly make more 
sense than a corruption of the word morris. The term was derogatory, and 
at least in some cases applied not only to effeminate males and transves
tites, but to homosexuals. Paul Hallam unearthed a scathing description 
of a group of London men known as Mollies from an eighteenth century 
publication by Ned Ward: 

There are a particular Gang of Sodolllitical"l.'retches in this 
Town, who call themselves the kIollies and are so far degen
erated from all masculine Deportment, or manly Exercises, 
that they rather fancy themselves Women, imitating all the 
little Vanities that custom has reconciled to the female Sex, 
affecting to speak, walk, tattle, curtsey, cry, scold, and to 

mimick all manner of Effeminacy ... (1993:111) [capitali
zation and italics as in original]. 

Poor Reputation of the Dancers 
In the Cambridge papers, there are references to Molly dancers from about 
1826 to the turn of the century (Frampton 1989: 122). The journalists 
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reporting on Molly dancing regularly peppered their writing with dispar
aging remarks. Some examples given by Frampton described them as "Be
dizened in faded finery and dancing to anything but sweet music" 
(1989: 122), or: 

truculent rustics dressed in an outlandish and savage guise, 
who paraded in companies of six or eight and after execut
ing a wild and somewhat terrific kind of dance, surrounded 
passengers and made violent incursions into shops demand
ing money (ibid). 

As colorful as these descriptions are, they do not give much informa
tion about the dances. Instead they dwell on the antics of the dancers, their 
unruly behavior, and the court cases which resulted ftom their brawls. For 
example, Frampton cites a newspaper account ofan incident in Cambridge, 
Plough Monday, 1846 (I987:78). Two Gypsy fiddlers! from rival clans 
met in a pub, proceeded ro argue, and ended up with a fiddle smashed over 
its owner's head. This case came before the magistrate because the injured 
parry wanted to be reimbursed for his broken fiddle. 

In fact, around Cambridge at least, the celebration of Plough Mon
day in the 1870s was fraught with violence and unrest. Molly dancers 
from villages surrounding Cambridge to used to converge on the market 
place for a bit of competitive dancing. Prior to this, they would stake our 
a territory in the town to dance and cadge. Fights would break out be
ween groups claiming the same area. Within their own villages, Molly 
dancers were blamed for the destruction of properry, such as broken win
dows and damaged fences. When the dancers caused damage, it was in 
retribution for a lack of contributions, or as a form of protest or censure of 
the properry owner's behavior during the previous year. "Mumping" (and 
sometimes "mumming") was a term used in Cambridgeshire for the prac
tice of house-to-house soliciting, which often occurred on Plough Mon
day, separate from the Molly dancers. Those seeking largess were usually 
old people, widows, and the poor. In Cambridge during the late nineteenth 
century, mumping had evolved into young men, in disguise, going about 
the streets in a threatening manner (with stout sticks), extorting money 
from people. These mumpers were not ploughmen, but the authorities 
(and the general public) often lumped them in with the plough gangs2 and 
Molly dancers. 

Indeed, not all Plough Monday events were violent. In some villages, 
from about 1863 to World War I, groups of children went from house to 
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house in a form of Molly dancing. This happened when the menfolk were 
at work. As Frampton describes it: 

The object of the exercise was to proceed to neighbours' 
houses and caper about on the doorsteps or sing a song Wltil 
the door was opened to let them in. They dressed up in 
anything they could find and blackened their faces with soot 
to disguise themselves ... The ages of those who took part 
ranged from the very young to those of later school-age, 
rather than those in employment. The ingenuity and com
plexity of disguise seeming proportional to experience, many 
"youths" attired themselves in female clothing (1988:89). 

When the weather was unfit for ploughing, or times were hard, the 
men would come out instead of the children (Frampton 1988:90). This 
point is also frequendy mentioned in Russell Worrley's notes. As the wel
fare state arose and negated the need for communa] conrributions to the 
support of the poor, MoHy dancing began to lose its meaning and faded 
from use. 

The Dance and Music 
When the sword and Cotswold morris dances were being collected, the 
Molly dances were thought to be unworthy of preservation. They were 
neglected because they obviously derived from the social dances, some of 
which had already been collected. The unruly reputation of the dancers 
themselves did litrie to entice the collectors. By the time collection began 
in earnest (in the 1930s), there was very little Molly dancing to be found. 
In most East Anglian villages, it had been given up decades earlier. The 
collectors were forced to rely on the few extant dancers and the memories 
of elderly people. 

Some of the most important information on Molly dancing emerged 
from Cyril Papworth's research with some of his older relatives from 
Comberton on what he calls "Feast Dances." These were social dances 
popular in rural districts and were often called country dances by upper
class urbanites. Sharp describes these dances as "the ordinary, everyday 
dance of the country-folk, performed not merely on festal days, but when
ever opportunity offered and the spirit of merrymaking was abroad" 
(1934: 12). According to Sharp, "The steps and figures are simple and easily 
learned, so that anyone of ordinary intelligence and of average physique 
can without difficulty qualifY as a competent performer" (ibid .). The rep
ertoire was small, local, and familiar and the footwork was simple and 
natural. 
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The dances themselves used straightforward choreography. They were 
usually danced in longways sets (two lines ofparallel dancers, arranged with 
partners facing each other) of an even number of dancers. The £Op couple 
led the dance, interacting with the other couples as they worked their way 
down the set, bringing them into the dance. The figures of the dance would 
be repeated until the top couple reached the bottom of the set and then 
made their way back up again. A stylistic distinction between the Molly 
dances and the social dances was the use ofan upper-arm hold by the Molly 
dancers. This was in lieu of grasping hands or holding one's partner in 
ballroom position during swings. The names of the dances often described 
a feature of their choreography, for example, Up the Middle and Down the 
Sides, or Four Hand Rt:el. Other names, such as Flowers ofEdinburgh, re
ferred to the tune commonly associated with the dance. 

What Papworth collected as Feast dances were the same dances usee! 
by the Comberron Molly dancers. Unlike the Corswold morris and other 
display dances, the Molly dances never diverged very far from their ori
gins in the social dance choreography. In addition, the Comberton Molly 
dancers had a dance of their own which they called the Special Molly. This 
was related in style to the Feast dances, bur only the Molly dancers per
formed it. Other villages used similar social dances for the basis of their 
Molly repertoire. One aspect which separated the repertoire of the Molly 
dancers from that of the social dancers was a solo broom dance found in 
many villages. It involved stepping over the broom handle and kicking 
the broom up into the dancer's hands. This dance appears to have been 
performed indoors, and for special occasions, not necessarily restricted to 

Plough Monday. 
The music consisted of popular runes such as Keel Row, Flowers of 

Edinburgh, Smash the Window, Soldiers fry, Cock ofthe North, Pop Goes the 
Weasel and The Girl J Left Behind Me. In addition there were hornpipes, 
reels, jigs, and even waltzes. The musician was often a Gypsy fiddler, hired 
for the day (often the same person who played for the local social dances). 
During the second half of the nineteenth century, the concertina and later 
the accordion began to supplant the fiddle. Sometimes there would be an 
extra musician playing percussive instruments such as a metal pot, basin, 
drum, triangle, or tambourine. 

Cadging 
Cadging by Molly dancers on Plough Monday was an example of the 
English custom of trading a performance for alms, thereby redistributing 
the resources of the village . The plough men were the backbone of the 
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agricultural economy. When they asked for money it was a reminder to 

the communiry that they must support the ploughmen in hard times, for 

if they were forced to abandon their trade, everyone would suffer. Accord

ing £0 Enid Porter (1974:55). at Wimpole (Cambridgeshire), the men 

would shom "Up with your scrapers and down with your doors, ifyou don't 

give us money we won't plough no more" at the doors of houses, implying 

both the destruction of properry and an outright strike if they were not 

given largess. During times when work was scarce, the money was a pri

mary motivation for continuing the cuS£Om. Despite their repmation to 

the contrary, Molly dancers were not always collecting for personal gain. 

In Brandon Creek up until the 1850s the Molly dancers would use their 

take to buy provisions which they distributed to poor widows in the par

ish. There were also instances in the early rwentieth century where pro

ceeds from Plough Monday performances were put towards communiry 

sporcing equipment (Frampton 1991 :82). 


Black-Face 

The use of soot and burnt cork to blacken the face is common £0 several 

English display dances. In the case of Molly dancers, black-face is a form 

of disguise. In Britain, blackened faces appear in New Year visitations, the 

celebration of St. Stephen's Day (Pegg 1981) , and throughout the Christ

mas season in general (Nissenbaum 1996) . Black-face was favored by 

poachers (Thompson 1975:57), rioters, or whenever recognition was to 

be avoided. A simple, easily obtained disguise, blacking up was useful to 

anyone bent on public mischief. When used in association with Molly 

dancing, black-face allowed the dancers some level ofanonymity, and there

fore freedom £0 participate in activities on the fringes of social acceptabil

iry. On occasions when the dancers' behavior became destructive, violent, 

or unlawful , the black-face made it harder for the authorities to identify 

individuals as the culprits. 


T ransvestis m 

Cross dressing has a long history in English culture. Early references to 

morris dancing mention "Maid Marian," a man, often elaborately cos

tumed, posing as a woman. This man/woman character has remained a 

common adjunct to many of the display dances, and is often called Betry, 

Bessy, or "the Lady." It varied from one group of dancers to another 

whether the Molly was chosen for his prettiness or his burly appearance. 

The rype of women they imitated included disfigured old women, "tarts," 

and fine ladies. 
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Men dressed as women frequently appeared in other pans of English 
life as well, down to the present day. ''Transvestism and animal disguise 
are features of Christmas pan£Omimes-not to mention the 'drag' artistes 
who provide entertainment in pubs and clubs .. . " (Pegg 1981: 138). Pegg 
mentions cross-dressing as part of New Years' visitations, and May Day 
celebrations (often accompanied by blackened faces). Nissenbaum also 
mentions its connections with Christmas misrule: "often people blackened 
their faces or disguised themselves as animals or cross-dressed, thus oper
ating under a protective cloak ofanonymiry" (1996:6). Cross-dressing was 
a feature of mumping and many riots. Concerning rioters, Davis states, 
"the black-face and female dress were a practical concealment, and readily 
at hand in households rarely filled with fancy wardrobes" (1975:149). 

The adoption of women's dress by rioters, mumpers, Molly dancers 
and festive visi£Ors had wider implications than comedy or simple disguise. 
History, literature and folklore are full of examples of men dressing as 
women in order £0 save themselves from the enemy or execution, or as 
subterfuge to enable them to invade a domain where they are unwelcome. 
The man in disguise is exploiting the perceived frailry ofwomen as a form 
of protection. He may also capitalize on the perceived female atuibutes of 
disorderliness and irrational behavior. As Davis writes: "The female per
sona authorized resistance. On the one hand, the disguise freed men from 
full responsibiliry for their deeds ... After all it was mere women who were 
acting in this disorderly way" (1975: 149-50). Among the working classes, 
and in the context of Molly dancing, transvestism served as a disguise, a 
form of protection, and a license for misrule. 

How They Got Away With It 
Some aspects ofnineteenth century Molly dancing were reminders ofa time 
when peasant uprisings were a common way to gain concessions from those 
in power. The dance and music were secondary to the misrule and the 
threat ofdestructive behavior. The Molly dancers' appropriation ofpopular 
tunes and dances allowed them to be spontaneous, appearing without a 
great deal of preparation. Instead of pretry dances, they relied on their 
rough appearance, unruly actions, and thinly veiled threats of violence to 
inspire generosity. The Molly dancers were not only out to collect money 
during a hard season (though this was an important aspect)' their perfor
mances had an implied message. That the actions of Molly dancers and 
plough gangs were tolerated, is part of the legacy of the paternalistic rela
tionship berween laborers and land owners. As Stephen Nissenbaum writes: 
"Christmas was a season of 'misrule,' a time when ordinary behavioral re-
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maints could be violared wirh impuniry" (Nissenbaum 1996:6). Plough 
Monday was an occasion for rhe ploughboys ro vent rheir frusrrarion, ger 
even wirh wrongdoers, and have a lirtle sp ree while rhe aurhoriries looked 
rhe other way. It was parr of rhe acceprance of celebrarory excess found 
during rhe Chrisrmas season in early modern Europe. 

T he End of an Era and a New Beginning 
The practice ofMolly dancing faded our ar rhe end of rhe ninereenth cen
tury, along wirh rhe orher Plough Monday celebrations. Change in agri
cultural pracrices, me advent of social welfare, and compulsory education 
all contributed ro this decline. The devasrarion of rhe male population in 
two world wars pur a final end ro Molly dancing in rhe few villages mar 
had kept up the tradirion. William Palmer's description of rhe last ves
tiges ofMolly dancers in Lirde Downham, January 9, 1933, shows me form 
in its final stages. The dancers "merely jigged about in couples turning 
slowly round" (1974: 24). By rhis rime, rhere were only a few active prac
ririoners and the memories of old folks ro supply informarion ro would-be 
collecrors. The result is a rarher sparse reperroire preserved for future gen
erations, a very fragile foundarion on which ro build a revival. Mer a gap 
ofover forry years, the Cambridge Morris Men sparked rhe revival ofMolly 
dancing, inspired by meering some of rhe former Molly dancers in a pub 
in Lirde Downham. So the circle continues. 

I Fiddle was rhe insrrument of cho ice among Moll y dancers. T he fiddlers were 
ofren hired , and rhe profess ion seems ro have been dominared by Gypsi es at rhe 
(lIne. 
2 T he plough gangs could and did plough up gardens , doorsreps and orher pans of 
a person's pFopeny, if rheir requesrs for money were ignored . 

~ 
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Srvrn Champiom Molly Danars, Sidmouth festival, 1988 
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The Seven Champions - A Tradition? 

Dave Dye 

The Seven Champions were formed from a small group of discontented 
Cotswold dancers who, having been to the Sidmouth Folk Festival in 1973 
and '74, believed that they could do something much better . 

At Sidmouth, we had seen Old Spot Morris (from Gloucestershire) , 
who had taken the Longborough tradition and made it come alive. Also 
northwest morris was making its first appearance at the festival, bringing 
the realisation that Cotswold was not the only style. Two of us started to 

look for something different, preferably with southeastern connotations. 
The late Dr. Russell Wortley ran a Molly dance workshop at Cecil 

Sharp House (the headquarters of the English Folk Dance and Song Soci
ety) , which three of us attended. We decided that this material had a great 
deal of potential. We liked the lack of detail in the available notations and 
believed that it could form the basis for an interesting dance style. 

From the very beginning, we saw entertainment and performance as 
being at least as important as the dancing itself. To us, if morris had a future, 
it must entertain its sophisticated, sound-bite oriented audience. Unfor
tunately, for the first few years, we did not live up to this lofty ambition. 
Our popularity lay largely in the fact that we were different in look and 
style from the morris that was around at the time, and most traditionalists 
thought we were slightly insane! Fortunately, half the side were ex-Cotswold 
dancers who believed that it would eventually come right, and the other 
half knew no better (and we didn't tell them!) . 

The traditional morris sides had close associations through the villages 
in which they lived, their work and their social activities. In the early days 
the Champions were a similar, close-knit social group. If we had not had 
this type of friendship, I don't believe that the side would ever have got off 
the ground, let alone enjoyed the popularity of later years. Sadly however, 
adult responsibilities have made it impossible to maintain this close rela
tionship, and we may have lost some of our inventiveness and ability to 
improvise as a resul r. 

We became noticed at first because we were different. However, we 
only became successful when we found our own identity. This was estab
lished through the kit, the style of dance, the characters (the Molly and, 
sometimes, the King), the music, and a sense of our performance. Most 
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sides rely on stumbled introductions as their only communication with their 
audience other than the dance itself. To the audience, everything that they 
see and hear is part of the "performance." If the music is not thought out, 
the introduction not audible or understandable, the show is spoilt and the 
dancing not shown in its best light. 

The sryle of dance was not ever meant to be an imitation of a tradi
tional East Anglian side. What little we knew about their sryle, we did not 
think was appropriate for the modern audience. Even Russell Wordey 
believed this. The dances were unchanged country dances, and it seems 
entertainment was through kit and characteristics, not dancing skill . 

Also, we did not want it to be a variant on Border Morris, which was 
enjoying populariry at this time-particularly with the Shropshire Bed
lams and their sister side, Martha Rhoden's Tuppenny Dish. Much ofwhat 
we did in the early days was a deliberate effort not to be anything like them! 
This led us to developing the silent- almost menacing-appearance of the 
dancers, countered by the flippancy of the Molly. We have always had 
rules about the behaviour of the dancers when in the set-they do not speak 
and, when not dancing, stand upright, remaining still, with their hands 
behind their backs. We believe we can stand still bener than any other 
morris side (moving, on the other hand, can be a problem!) . 

The dances themselves have slowly evolved over a number of years. 
There is a consensus as to what is and is not a "Champion-sryle" dance. 
Dances must be short (most are under three minutes), contrasting (in sryle, 
step, tempo, etc.), and they must reach OUt to the audience. Often the 
best place to watch a morris dance is from the middle of the set. We delib
erately set our to avoid this with our later dances. The repertoire now 
consists of about 16 dances. Of these, two are based on the collected no
tation, three are humorous and the rest have been designed to be used in 
different circumstances and venues. 

In our always-conscious efforts to be different, we have tried to make 
use of whatever talents have been available within the side. This is par-
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ticularly true of the music. We have only had one consistent rule---only 
one musician playing at a time. Even this, we occasionally break. For 
example, last year we started working with a close harmony trio. The origi
nal musician played a concertina, bur, when he left, we experimented with 
a number of instruments, ranging from the fiddle to the saxophone, and 
even an electric guitar. Some of these did not work for us (particularly the 
fiddle as it isn't especially suited to playing stomping tunes with a heavy 
meter, and tends not to carry too well in the open air) . 

Nowadays, we find the solo voice, saxophone, melodeon and 
concertina to be the instruments best suited to our sryle, as, with the pos
sible exception of the solo voice, they are reasonably loud and lend them
selves to being played in a fairly heavily accentuated sryle. The realiry is 
that we will try anything and be honest enough to admit when it doesn't 
work. 

Traditional sides had various characters, in particular, the Molly and 
the King. We have had a King character, bur, since he was supposed to be 
aloof and serious, there was little contrast with the rest of the dancers. The 
Molly should never be thought of as a female impersonator (as in some 
rapper dances); therefore, our Molly always looks like a man who is wear
ing a dress rather than a transvestite. The humour does not primarily come 
from gender ambiguiry bur simply from the behaviour of the character. 
Since the Molly always looks more ridiculous than anybody in the audi
ence, he can make fun of them without offence. He is the public face of 
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the side. Today we are usually described as "unique" or as having our own 
tradition. We Like this. 

Traditional sides came and went, changing over the years. We believe 
mat we keep this tradition alive. We entertain through dance, but we hope 
we turn a simple dance into a performance and mat the audience will see 
it 'IS me Seven Champions doing what they do, not imitating somebody 
else. 

What me Seven Champions is about is keeping to the spirit of tradi
tion rather man to me lener (or notation). To us, mat is what all Molly 
sides should be doing. Steal any ideas from anywhere you like, but make 
them your own and keep the spirit. 

Seven Champions photographs by Jocelyn Reynolds. Sidmouth Festival 1988 

.:. 
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Plough Sunday in Vancouver B.C., Canada: 

A Transplanted English Custom 


Graham Baldwin 

The Vancouver Morris Men (VMM) were formed in 1982 to maintain the 
traditions of the English morris and associated customs in Norm America, 
and to recreate the seasonal and social activiries of England's pastoral past. 
From me beginning, VMM membership comprised a high percentage of 
native Englishmen, many ofwhom were seeking a way ofexperiencing and 
presenting meir English culture in meir adopred country. 

Until 1990, the VMM focused exclusively on Cotswold morris, and 
quickly adopted the habit of focusing on direct English, rather man Norm 
American, sources for dances, style and overall presentation. This reliance 
on English sources resulted in a strong association with the English morris 
community and anendance of members at many English morris events. 
The VMM's first tour to England as a side, in 1990, was highlighted by its 
election to the Morris Ring at the Thaxted Ring Meeting, thus becoming 
one of only rwo Norm American sides to receive this honour. 

Following the first tour, the VMM began to expand meir interest to 
include me fUll scope of English dance and folk customs, and very quickly 
added first Welsh Border morris, men mumming, Molly dancing and even
tually northwest morris to meir repertoire. This was achieved by dividing 
the calendar year into "seasons" which approximated the most common 
historical occurrence of each specific performance style. Thus a "seasonal 
performance year" was established comprising Welsh Border in falJlwin
ter, Cotswold in spring/early summer, normwest in late summer, four dis
tinct mumming pLays (Plough Sunday, Easter, fall and Christmas), and 
Molly on Plough Sunday. 

Plough Sunday 
Historical records indicate that Plough Monday was the day when Molly 
dancing in East Anglia was traditionally performed. On this day, me plough 
was dragged around the local villages to the cry of "A penny for the Plough 
Boys, only once a year!" as the farm labourers cadged to "support the 
ploughlight." On the preceding day, Plough Sunday, the plough was usu
ally blessed in the local village church. Plough Monday used to be a farmer's 
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holiday in England-however, this is not the case now, either in England 
or North America. For this reason, the VMM decided to move the re
vived celebration one day early so that it occurs on the weekend. 

In Vancouver, Plough Sunday has become closely linked with the 
VMM's 12'" Night celebrations, which now always take place on the Sat
urday night before Plough Sunday. These celebrations, involving all three 
Vancouver morris and clog sides, are presided over by an appointed Lord 
of the Bean and his "lady"-the Molly-a foretaste of things to come the 
following day. The celebrations include many Cambridgeshire Feast 
dances, which are the social dances on which the Molly dances are based. 

Since being first organized in Vancouver in 1993, the 12'h Nightl 
Plough Sunday weekend has become one of the favourite events of the year, 
not just for the VMM, but also for the other local morris and clog sides 
and the many friends and spectators who support and enjoy the weekend. 

~ y. ' ~, fir.' /1 " {" "'1~ " , I ~ , .. \ 1( ;' , 
• i ~I 

Special Molly: the Lord and his Molly swing to the bottom ofthe set 

Sources 

Source material on traditional Molly dancing is scarce. Cecil Sharp ap

pears to have virtually ignored it, probably considering it, along with Welsh 

Border morris, "degenerate." 


Interest in the Molly customs of East Anglia first inspired me in 1976, 
when Ashley Hutching's Rattlebone 6- Ploughjack album was first released. 
During VMM's formative years, this recording was passed around the side 
extensively, but I still had no information on the dance forms. 
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My first visual exposure to the actual Molly dances was in 1992 when 
I attended the Saddleworth Rushcart as a dancing guest of the Silurian 
Border Morris Men. Also pulling the Rushcart around were the Belchamp 
Morris Men, calling themselves the Belchamp Ploughboys for the week
end, who performed a suite of Molly dances. I captured their Molly per
formances on video. Shortly after the Rushcart weekend I tracked down 
available source material from Ray King, the Morris Ring archivist at the 
time. I was able to supplement this material later with Cyril Papworth's 
booklet and audio cassette. 

The Belchamp Ploughboys thus provided the basic visual style ofMolly 
I was to present to the VMM: loose and heavy-footed. The Morris Ring 
archives provided me with the basic history and development, while Cyril 
Papworth's booklet , articles and audio cassette put "flesh" on the "bare 
bones" of my limited Molly knowledge. A complete list ofVMM's Molly 
sources is given in the Bibliography. 

College Hornpipe: couples casting around 

Molly Dances: What are They? 

As mentioned earlier, Molly dances appear to be renditions of local popu

lar Feast dances of the day. However, while the Feast dances were social 

dances for mixed couples danced at all appropriate "high" days, the Molly 

dances were for men only and were danced exclusively on Plough Mon

day. 


The only notated traditional Molly dances are from the villages of 
Girton and Comberton, both in Cambridgeshire. The last recorded tra-
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ditional performance was at Little Downham in 1933. reported on by 
William Palmer (see the Bibliography). 

The dances are typically performed by six or eight black-faced men in 
casual country clothing led by a top couple, the "Lord" and "Lady," more 
elaborately dressed than the rest. Lallygags (or upcatchers, as they're called 
in Norfolk) are worn. These are straps worn by farm workers round their 
trouser legs just below the knee (apparently to keep the field mice from 
running up their trouser legs!). Sashes, rosettes or ribbons are usually worn. 

Traditionally, as with many morris dances, the tunes were the popu
lar tunes of the day, played on whatever instruments they had, often with 
the addition of percussion provided by bones, tambourine or triangle. 

The steps are simple, the dance form being a progressive longways set 
(much like modern contra dancing), using duple minor and triple minor 
figures. There are no stick dances, and hankies are used only occasionally. 

The word "Molly" probably refers to the man-woman cha.acter so 
visible in the dances. However, the word could also be a simple derivation 
of the word "morris." Indeed, the use of this term is quite common in the 
Welsh Border area also. 

Brief summaries of the dances currently performed by the VMM are 
given in Appendix A. 

The Event 
In the fall of 1992, it was decided to celebrate Plough Sunday in Vancouver 
and include Molly dancing, a mummer's play, seasonal singing, drinking 
(of course!) and a plough. From the very beginning, the objective was to 
involve the local communiry. 

VMM's enthusiastic mumming instructor, Norman Stanfield, tracked 
down the text for the Wooing Play from Bassingham, Lincolnshire, as re
corded by C.R. Baskerville in 1924 from a manuscript in the British Mu
seum, and edited by E.K. Chambers in The English Folk Play (Library of 
Congress call no. PR635 F6 C5 196411933A). This play was tradition .,
ally performed on Plough Monday, though there is no historical record of 
any form of dance associated with it. 

Since the Molly dances are simple, it was decided to take only one 
month out ofour routine winter border morris practice season, with Molly 
practices starting in December and ending with the climax of Plough Sun
day. For VMM's inaugural Molly dance-out on Plough Sunday 1993, four 
dances were prepared: Special Molly, College Hornpipe. Birds a Building. 
and Up the Middle & Down the Sides. 

A committee was formed with a mandate to "find a plough." and 
within a matter of days a farmer was identified in the local Fraser River 
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delta who had a small old plough ideal for VMM's purposes. The farmer 
(who just happens to be of English descent) was quite pleased to see his 
old. previously unused plough put to some use for one day per year. He 
was even more pleased to receive a bottle of whiskey from the VMM as a 
token of thanks! 

The location of the Plough Sunday celebration is Granville Island 
public market, righ t in the heart of Vancouver, a place where the VMM 
are well known for their monthly dance-outs throughout the fall and win
ter. 

The plough is collected on the Sunday morning and parked outside 
our routine drinking establishment, the Arts Club Bar, around 12:30 P.M. 

(All VMM dance-outs typically start with a drink or rwo to get us "in the 
mood.") 

Around 1 :30 P.M. the plough is processed around the island. The pro
cession is lead by a caller with a large bell to "clear the way." He is fol
lowed by the Molly band-usually comprising a melodeon, concertina. 
triangle. tambourine and bones-playing a selection of Molly runes. The 
plough is carried by three pairs of men, the front rwo pairs using sticks to 
support the front end of the plough, with the last pair on the plough handles 
at the rear. The rest of the men follow behind. accompanied by other en
tourage. This procession perambulates around the island chanting "Penny 
for the Plough Boys, only once a year!. The bullocks are thirsty and want 
some beer!" 

Two circuits of the island are usually conducted, each lasting about 
an hour. During each tour. the Molly dances and the Wooing Play are 
performed, with the plough forming a picturesque backdrop. Through
out the afrcrnoon, the Arts Club Bar and other local drinking establish
ments provide suitable rest places for the men to "replenish lost fluids ," 
sing a few seasonal songs and playa few tllnes. 
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The Future 
I have been very pleased wirh rhe way rhe VMM Plough Sunday celebra
rions have developed over rhe years. I believe the VMM has successfully 
captured somerhing of rhe essence of rhe original Molly dancers, even 
rhough no front yards have (yer) been ploughed up because no ale or food 
was forthcoming! The celebrarions have become one of rhe mosr popular 
events on rhe VMM's seasonal calendar. 

The Granville Island community also appears to be very appreciarive 
of rhe VMM for transplanting rhis old English seasonal custom (0 

Vancouver. They now see the event as a tradirional fixture on rheir calen
dar. Indeed, recent perambularions have travelled righr rhtough the mar
ker area, among rhe merchants with rheir sralls of fresh fruit, mear, fish 
and vegerables. 

The event appears (0 have now raken on a life of its own, and will 
probably grow and evolve as more parricipanrs and spectators support it. 
Visitors are welcome (0 participare: rhe two local women's sides-Tiddley 
Cove Morris and Britannia English Clog--ofren make an appearance and 
join in the fesriviries. The Mossyback Morris Men (from Seartle, WA) have 
also appeared. 

I see Plough Sunday developing into a wider community celebrarion, 
as more and more locals discover rhis unusual tradirional English specracle 
involving a hand-carried plough, black-faced heavy-foored dancers led by 

a "Lord" and his "Molly" and rhe unique Wooing Play. 

Photos courusy o/Vancouver Morris Mm 
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Appendix A - Instructions for Molly D ances, as Performed 
by the Vancouver Morris Men 

Special Molly 
8 man dance, right foot lead. 

Two handkerchiefs tied togerher and held up between each couple wirh 

right hands. 

Tune: Bob Ridley-O (a version of Shave the Donkey). 

A 1 	 Partners side-srep ("dodge") righr, left, righr, left and cross-over 

to change places 
A2 Repeat back to places 
B 1" couple processes down rhe middle under arches formed by (he 

orher couples, each turns our ar bo((om ofser, and rerurns to places 
up the outside of the set. Simultaneously, 2nd, 3'd and 4!h couples 
move up outside of ser, and follow 1" couple down the middle 
immediarely behind in one continuous flowing movement 

C I " couple ,wing to bo[(om of the ser benearh arches, and all end 
with twO sidesteps up to move set to original position 

1" cauple is now at the bo((om of the set. 
AboV(' is repeard until rhe 1 st couple is back ar the top of the set. 
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College Hornpipe 
Six man dance, right foot lead, single step. 

Each man has one handkerchief in his outside hand. 

Stan huddled in the middle with hands around each others shoulders (foO(

ball huddle!). 

Tune: George Green's College Hornpipe. 

A Circle left with 7 slip steps, circle right back (Q places 

B Pairs cast left with arms around each others shoulders, swinging 


handkerchiefs in free hands . 1" couple leads around followed by 
others and all return £0 form set in original position 

A 	 1 swings with 4 back (Q place by clasping each other's right fore 
arm 
4 swings wirh 5 back (Q place by clasping each other's right fore 
arm 
3 swings wirh 6 back £0 place by clasping each orher's right fore 
arm 
2 swings with 3 back [0 place by clasping each other's right fore 
arm 

B Molly hey for 3 couples: All couples hold parrners' upper arms. 
2nd and 3,d couples move backwards and forwards (odds back up 
first) every rwo bars, while 1" couple move in opposite direction 
and down the set in berween each couple. All swing in place, rwice 
clockwise 

1st couple is now at rhe bottom of the sec 

Above is repeated umil the 1st couple is back at the lOp of rhe sec 

Six-Hand Reel 
Six man dance, right foot lead, single step. 
Tune: Brighton Camp. 
All" couple cross over and cast down outside set, cross again below 

bottom couple and rerum [0 new places berween 2nd and 3,d 
couples 

A2 Repeat Al with new [Op couple 
Bl I" and 2nd couples swing around 1.5 times ra change positions, 

while 3,d couple cross over and cast up outside set, cross again above 
rap and return £0 new places berween I" and 2nd couples 

B2 All perform a reel for six on each side of the set 
I" couple is now at the bottom of the ser. 
Above is repeated umil rhe 1st couple is back at the rap of the sec 
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Smash the W indow 
Eight man dance, right foot lead, double step. 
Tune: Smash the Window. 
Al1,2 & 4 dance around in a 3-man circle & back (hands over part

ners shoulders) 
A2 1, 2 & 3 dance around in a 3-man circle & back (hands over part

ners shoulders) 
B 1 	 1" couple lead down the middle and back up 
B2 1" and 2nd couples swing clockwise around each other 1.5 times, 

so that 1" couple progresses down the set 
1" couple has now progressed [0 2nd couples' position. 
1" couple now repears above wirh 3rd couple, etc. 
This is repeated umil the rap couple has progressed back £0 rhe [Op of the 

sec 

Birds A Building 
Eight man dance, right foot lead , double step. 


Top rwo couples starr. 

Original rune (name unknown) . 


All & 2 , and 3 & 4 cross right hands [0 change places 
1 & 3, and 2 & 4 cross right hands [0 change places 

A2 1 & 2, and 3 & 4 cross right hands [0 change places 
1 & 3, and 2 & 4 cross right hands [0 change places 

B 1 1" couple lead down the middle of the set and back up 

agalfi 
B2 1" and 2nd couples swing around each other 1.5 times 
1" couple has now progressed to 2nd couples' position and activates the 3,d 


couple. 

Above i,1 repealed for 1" and 3,d couples only, 

I" couple activates 4,h couple and all dance as above, 

Original 1" couple then stans again at bottom of set, progressing back up 


the set to the lOp . 
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Up tht M iddlt and Down tht Sidts 
Eight man dance, right foot lead , double step. 
Tune: Speed th~ Phugh. 
All$I couple gallop down centre of set and back, holding each 

others' upper arms 
A2 Repeat Al 

B 1 1 dances down the middle of the ser, while 2 dances down 
the outside of the ser on the Lord's side, all the time hold 
ing hands (1 's right holding 2's left, forming an arch over 
each side) . 1 dance back up the middle while 2 dances back 
up ourside of set on the Molly's side 

B2 Molly hey for 4 couples: all couples hold partners upper 
arms. 2nd 

, 3,d & 4th couples move backwards and forwards 
(odds back up first) every two bars, while I" couple moves 
in opposite direcrion and down the set in between each 
couple. All swing in place, once clockwise 

I" couple has now progressed to rhe bottom of the set. 

Above is repeated until the 1st couple is back at the top of rhe set. 


-


.:. 
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H andsome Molly Goes Wide-Eyed to the 

Whirtiesea Straw Bear Festival 


Sue Dupre 

Thursday evening, January 8, 1998, Handsome Molly was in flight over 
rhe Adamic, heading towards England for a date with team destiny and 
the Whirdesea Straw Bear Festival . The in-flight movie was The Full Monty, 
an English movie about men performing a tradirional woman's dance. 
Appropriately enough, we were going as Molly dancers, an English dance 
form originally based on cross-gender dancing. I appreciated rhe omen. 

The Whirdesea Straw Bear Fesrival takes place each year on the Sarur
day before Plough Monday in Whitdesey. Easr Anglia, nearly 90 miles due 
north of London, at the edge of the Fens. Although the Straw Bear is a 
much older custom, the Fesrival itself is only in its 19th year. The roots of 
the Fesrival lie in a custom of indefinite age in which one of the plough 
boys would dress as a bear made OUt of straw on the Tuesday following 
Plough Monday. The Straw Bear was raken about from house to house, 
just as rhe plough had been raken our the previous day by the Molly danc
ers, and the Bear danced ar each house in a final blaranr effort to extract as 
much money, beer and food as could be gotten out of the local populace. 
The tradirion fell imo decline in rhe late 19'h Century; we are told that a 
Srraw Bear last made an appearance in 1909. By then it had been OUt
lawed as a form of cadging. These days the Festival, which is sponsored by 
rhe Whitrlesea Sociery. brings out the townspeople and brings in crowds 
of sightseers. dancers. rimal dance devotees, and TV crews. 

Handsonle Molly. anxious to expand its horizons and to see as many 
Molly dancers as possible and knowing what a tourists' delight England is 
in January. had wrangled itself an inviration to the 1998 Fesrival. We were 
the first American team invired to rhe Festival. Over the phone, Brian Kell . 
Festival organizer, had told me. "We're anxious to see what you Yanks have 
done with Molly dancing." Welcoming or ominous, depending on the 
current state of our moods! Our trip was made possible through the active 
suppOrt and encouragemenr of Pere Shaw, musician extraordinaire based 
in Peterborough, and our wonderful local hosts, Pig Dyke Molly. who threw 
their houses and hearts open to us. and rhrough the generous invitation 
from Brian Kell. 
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In the past the Festival had featured a few invited teams in set venues 
with many fringe teams performing catch-as-catch-can th roughout the 
town. There were no fringe teams at this year's Festival since all likely 
suspects had been officially invited and worked into the venues. The or
ganizers had yielded to pleas by the police, who were anxious to improve 
traffIC flow through the rown, by gathering all teams into a few venues. 
Twenty-rwo teams attended the 1998 Festival including ten Molly teams 
ofvarying philosophies, four Cotswold morris teams, one rapper team, one 
longsword team, one northwest clog team, three border morris teams, one 
Appalachian clogging team, and one troupe of mummers. 

All 22 teams collected on a bright and unseasonably mild Saturday 
morning at the Ivy Leaf Club, where a frenzy of activiry was underway, as 
dancers dressed, painted faces, tuned up instruments and ogled the Straw 
Bear and the Little Straw Bear who were in the process of donning srraw 
kit. The modern Bear kit, for practical reasons, is constructed of straw 
firmly attached to appropriate clothing. The head is a rail cone of straw 
supported on a hidden meral frame resting on the shoulders. According 
to the official souvenir program, the Bear kir may weigh five srone (having 
just consulted my dicrionary and learned that one srone is equivalent ro 
fourteen pounds, I reflect appreciarively on the Bear's sramina!). Typically, 
during rhe course of a day, the role of the big Straw Bear is shared by rwo 
persons. 

By 10:30 A.M. we were assembled outside and the procession was un
derway. The Straw Bears, a plough decorated with ribbons, and a large 
gaggle of fTlusicians wirh accordions, fiddles, accordions, drums, a trom
bone, and more accordions led us off down rhe sunny streers ofWhittlesey. 
We processed ro a tune we knew only as the Straw Bear Tune-ir was rhe 
only rune played when the Straw Bear was anywhere in rhe viciniry and 
sounded much like "Hearr of My Heart." Teams broke off from rhe pro
cession as we passed rhe turnoffs for rhe different venues. Handsome Molly 
was bound for rhe Market Square at the center of town. 

Each ream performed for ren minmes before yielding its place. When 
Handsome Molly finally formed irs ser to dance Jersey Devil, we were awash 
in adrenaline. Handsome Molly is a mixed team, ten srrong. Every mem
ber was rhere in Whittlesey, except for Eileen who had been trapped in 
Montreal by an ice storm and was srruggling ro escape. She was desper
ately hoping to arrive by Sunday. Excepr for our Molly, we dress in many 
shades of resplendent black and smudge a charcoal-like makeup over our 
faces . Often I dance as the lord and wear rails and rop har. Sometimes I 
partner the Molly, who is glorious in a brighr skirt, pinafore and flowered 
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hal. We've discovered rhat small children love the Molly and preadoles
cem boys are disturbed by him. 

We arrived in Whirtlesey with a repertoire of eight dances and were 
anxious to show all of rhem off excepr one. We had learned our very first 
dance, the Seven Champions' Inertia Reel, directly from a video of the Seven 
Champions and had decided not to invire comparison by dancing it at the 
Festival . Bur by rhe end of the day rhe Seven Champions had cajoled us 
into dancing ir for them. I'm sure the Champs probably thought they were 
looking into a mirror .. . somerhing like a funhouse mirror! 

The Straw Bears moved at will from venue to venue, led on leashes by 
the Bears' keepers and accompanied by a few musicians playing his tune. 
It was announced thar Bernard East, rhe Big Bear's keeper, a dapper man 
wearing a suir covered with buttons from many past Festivals, had been 
the Big Bear's handler for ren years and was making his final appearance as 
Bear keeper rhis year. 

The official end of rhe day's dancing was marked at Market Square by 
the big Straw Bear who danced alone in rhe center of the plaza. He danced, 
of course, ro rhe Straw Bear tune. When dancing, the Straw Bear is off his 
leash and free ro show off rhe full range of bearish moves. He processes 
counterclockwise abom rhe space, mostly hoppingsrraight-Iegged from one 
leg ro another, rwirling a bir as he dances. Although the Bear's range of 
movement is limired by the bound straw, he is still light and graceful and 
rhythmic . At long and apparently random intervals, he pauses and bends 
forward wirh one leg exrended . I rhought of it as a moment of honor to 
himself. Among Handsome Molly, we experienced very different reactions 
ro the Straw Bear. I saw rhe Straw Bear as carefree and buoyant, dancing 
wirh joyousness, another one of us found him hypnotic, and another one 
found him ro be a disturbing presence, making her think of a bound crea
ture dancing in capriviry. 

By the end of the Fesrival , Handsome Molly had seen and danced with 
a motley bunch of Molly dancers including The Seven Champions, Ouse 
Washes Molly Dancers, Old Glory, Pig Dyke Molly, Old Hunts, the 
Norwich Shirwiches, and rhe local children's side, New Road Molly. We 
saw the full range of approaches ro Molly dancing, from teams like Old 
Hunts who , once a year, dance a few traditional Molly dances in a low-key 
sryle to tearns like the Seven Champions and Ouse Washes who dance Molly 
all year long and have developed it into a striking piece of street theater; 
from tt:ams like somber Old Glory to teams like Pig Dyke Molly who dance 
with cheerful abandon . 
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Alrhough rhe Fesrival ended on Saturday, rhe Srraw Bears mer rheir 
demise on Sunday. We mer ar rhe King 's Dyke Club ar rhe edge of 
Whirrlesey, wirh rhe flar damp fens all around. Inside rhe Club, some of 
the teams danced while the crowd drank and warched the dancing. Musi
cians in the corners pulled out instruments for the inrerludes berween the 
dancing. Wype Doles, the Whittlesey longsword team, in black and red 
kit, danced for the first rime that weekend. They had gamely spent Satur
day working to make sure rhar the Festival went off withour a hitch-and 
not dancing a lick. Eventually we moved out into the gray afternoon, stand
ing in a light drizzle around the remains of the Srraw Bears piled high in 
the yard. As the musicians played the Srraw Bear tune, the Bears were 
torched, and the crowd watched quierly. It was a fine and melancholy 
moment with the flames licking the straw, the smoke drifting, the gray sky 
above, the cool, damp air, and the wistful music. While the fire was still 
burning, members of one of the local morris teams honored a tradition of 
their own by tossing their straw ha£s into rhe fire. As the fire died down, 
children and others rushed to grab a handful of singed straw. It's become 
the tradition to rake home a bir of straw to bury in the garden. Tradirions 
and rumors of rraditions are actively forming around the Straw Bear. More 
than once we heard references to this "age-old custom of burning rhe Srraw 
Bears," even rhough Brian Kell starred the practice the first year when he 
needed some way to get rid of the straw. 

Handsome Molly drifted off with our hosts, but mosr of us eventu
ally found ourselves in Pererborough gathered ar the house ofTony Forsrer, 
Pig Dyke's foreman, where we drank tea, finished off the Forsrers' Chrisr
mas cake, and ralked Molly dance philosophy. 

We didn't know it when we woke up rhe morning of Plough Monday 
but one of the high points of the trip awaited us. The day was off to a 
good srarr with a visir to Sramford, once a medieval marker town, and a 
trip to Peterborough Carhedral, where Pete Shaw gave us an exrended rour. 
Pererborough Carhedral was the original burial site for Mary, Queen of 
Scots, and Catherine of Aragon is still buried there. 

Things were due to get especially interesting Monday night. 
Fenstanton Morris assumes Molly dance guise for only a few days in Janu
ary, when they are known as Old Hunts Molly. Old Hunts had invired 
Handsome Molly and Pig Dyke Molly to join them Monday evening for 
their traditional Plough Monday celebration in the small village of 
Fensranton, about ten miles northwest of Cambridge. With a crowd gath
ered outside the Anglican church in the dark night, the black-robed vicar 
stood by the plough and offered ~a blessing dedicated to farmers and ser-
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vice workers. We traded off dances outside the church and rhen moved 
off in a torch-lit procession through winding alleys. We were greeted at 
the Literary Institute building with offers of hot rea and mince pies and 
returned rhe hospiraliry wirh dancing. Torches were handed abour again 
and we ser off for a pub, rhe George. More dancing and offers of mulled 
wine rhis rime. We moved on a lasr rime to another pub, rhe Tudor Ho
reI, danced ourside, and rhen surged inside to offers oflentil soup and Thai 
chicken coconur soup. We were on our own for drinks rhis rime around. 
We all serried in for a long haul, buying drinks for each other, admiring 
rhe bosoms of Pere, Old Hunts' Molly, dancing dances in a mob in rhe 
front room and singing in rhe back room. We had a swell rime. 

Whar did we come home wirh? A few birs of straw tucked away, nor 
mentioned to officials ar rhe airport, a growing sense of ourselves as a ream, 
a wider vision of rhe scope ofMolly dancing, and promises from whar musr 
have been half rhe Molly dance reams in England to come and visir us. 
We don'r know yer when Handsome Molly's nexr rrip ro the Srraw Bear 
Fesrival will be, bur we know rhar a bir of England is coming to us. Nexr 
February we're going to ger a bela red Chrisrmas and Plough Monday 
present when Pig Dyke Molly arrives to visir us! 

.:. 

• 
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Who Follows Whom? 
Part II 

Jan Elliott 

In Part II of this article on morris music and its relation to the dance, I 
will explore those aspects of the musician's job which, as a practitioner, I 
consider most important in working with dancers. In addition , I'll delve 
into some ideas about team communication regarding musical issues. As 
I write, my husband (Tim Radford) and I are recovering from a two-week 
visit to England, during which we both danced and I played in a variety of 
situations. I'm pleased to have the opportunity to write while these memo
ries are fresh! 

A reminder of the general features of good music/dance relations out 
lined in Part I (mainly from the musician's point of view): 

1. 	 Confidence and trust between dancers and musician. 
2. 	 An appropriate--or better yet, ideal- tempo. 
3. 	 Rhythmic flexibility, appropriate to the elements of the dance. 
4. 	 Inspired and inspiring melodic performance, with particular attention 

to articulation and dynamics. 
5. 	 Percussion, harmony, and counter-melody where applicable. 
6. Awareness by both musician and dancers of elements unique to the situ

ation at hand. 

Since the issue of mutual trust ran like a thread through Part I, and 
will probably do so here as well , this second and final installment will be
gin with the matters of tempo and rhythm. 

Tempo 
To me, tempo is the crux of the matter, logistically speaking. It is prob 
ably the most important single aspect of what the musician supplies for 
the dancers. Great performances can only happen , I believe, when the speed 
is perfect. Get that right , and everything else is icing on the cake. JUSt 
before our trip to England, I called a radio talk show whose guest of the 
day was choreographer Mark Morris. He offered the apt reminder that , 
while a dancer cannot injure a musician by movement (under ordinary cir-
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cumstances, anyway!), a musician can not only derail a performance but 
can even cause physical damage to dancers through poor playing. I agree: 
in particular, muscle strains from coping with music which is toO fast , tOO 
slow or toO irregular are a real concern in morris. Jumping and leaping 
repetitively on hard pavement (let alone gravel or grass) is hard enough on 
the body without having to struggle against an inappropriate tempo. To 
help avoid such situations, I offer some suggestions that have worked for 

myself or other musicians. 

Finding the Right Speed 
The issue of "who follows whom" becomes immediately relevant when, as 
a musician , you find yourself at the head of a set of dancers, ready to play 
the Once to Yourself (OY). You may be in the habit of imagining yourself 
dancing, asking for a signal from the set leader, or just "feeling" the tempo 
of the tune you've played so many times before. Nonetheless, when the 
dancers begin, immediate re-evaluation of the tempo is necessary, particu
larly for a team that dances in an athletic, airborne style. And meanwhile, 
the dancers probably think they're following you! 

When I playa OY, I don't worty toO much about getting the tempo 
perfect-I like to just get it in the right range. One of the musicians I in 
terviewed starts slowly and kind of "winds it up" till it feels right, but al
ways hits his srridewell before the opening movement [Stephen Wass, cited 
in Elliott 1993: 138) . As mentioned in Part I, most traditions begin with 
some kind of introductoty movement, often a backstep, which culminates 
in a large gesture like a jump, step & jump or caper. As soon as the danc
ers start moving, I check the set with particular attention ro #1 or another 
strong dancer. Backsteps, along with sidesteps and double or single steps, 
can be performed in a wider range of tempos than capers and jumps be
cause of the way they fit the music: there are four elements per bar, that is, 
you touch the ground four times. In a jump or caper, there are only two-
you launch yourself up in the air and that's it for a while. The music has 
to "come down" with the dancer or it will be out of synch. I'm sure most 
of us have seen dancers who land jumps early or spend ages on the ground 
awaiting the moment when they can safely jump and land with the beat. 
Music should release, not stifle, the dancers at these crucial moments. 

So once the dancers have taken the risk of that big move, that's the 
momt:nt I (:vaiLlate a tempo adjustment: while they're in the air. I don't 
meaIl :l big change-ideally no one should even notice. But the effect 
should be one of landing together. I like to say that in general, I guide the 
dancers into air and follow them as they come down. Musicians I've in-
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terviewed have made other related points. For example: a) dancers can't 
really adjust the tim ing of their landing once they've taken off; b) hand
kerchiefs, if given an upward motion, should reach their peak at the peak 
of the jump; c) the bells ring sharply on the landing, so the effect is very 
audible. Given these factors, the musician should to be able to find the 
optimal moment to play that landing. 

Dancers, for their part, should take off for a unison jump or caper in 
sLlch a way as to land together, even if--e.g., when tired-it means some 
may take off "late." If the upper body is kept light and the arms move 
with the set, the smaller, later jump will blend right in. But to you super
strong dancers out there: please don't take off late just so you can come 
down after the beat (i.e., "last"). If you have energy to spare, do more jigs 
and corner dances (see below). Landing late looks just as awkward as com
ing down early, in my book. 

This refers yet again back to the main theme in Part I: trust and mutual 
confidence. If the dancers trust the musician (and one another), they will 
strive for unity and maximum effect without worrying about strictly fol
lowing the beat at that moment. If the musician trusts the dancers to do 
this, there is no need to hit the perfect tempo at the beginning of the OY. 
It's nice if you can, but I believe the effect of a spectacularly unified jump 
outweighs the need to maintain an exact OY tempo. Once all this is 
achieved, however, the next upbeat after the landing provides the impetus 
for the first figure. So get back to the OY tempo or very quickly set a bet
ter one, and stick to it while the dancers get settled into the figure. 

Rhythmic flexibility 
Once you've gotten going and settled the tempo of the dance, more or less, 
the question of rhythmic flexibility comes into play. In fact, elasticity is 
what's going on in that first big jump, but it can also occur subtly through
out the dance. I am not a big fan oflarge rhythmic adjustments for indi
vidual steps-I prefer musicality in the tunc and flow in the movement, 
both of which require at least a semblance of stability. Nonetheless, you 
can really improve stylistic unity through slight rhythmic adjustments 
throughout a dance. This brings back the question ofwho follows whom. 
If the musician is constantly trying to follow the dancers, there's a danger 
ofgetting bogged down in what I call "the wai,ting game," when the tempo 
slows down because both dancer and musician are each waiting for the 
other. Doug Creighton reminded me of this recently when describing his 
first efforts at playing for the Marlboro Morris Men (MA). "They were 
deliberately dancing behind the beat, but I didn't know this so I kept try-
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ing to slow down to match them, until eventually someone gasped, "Speed 
up II".. 

There is no good way to outline the innumerable subtleties of rhyth
mic flexibility on paper, but here are just five examples. 

1. Transitions between figures often require extra time, particularly when 
preparing to start off in a new direction. The music can "breathe" with 
the dancers here. Note that in general, dancers are completing a figure 
with a jump or caper as discussed above, then switching to double or single 
steps with twice as many elements per bar. The upbeat to the new phrase 
is of paramount importance, as it sets the readjusted tempo and gives im
petus to the direction of the figure. 

2. Sticking has a tendency to speed up. The ml!lsic can fight it or go with 
it, but I prefer to go with it and draw back the speed in the transition to 
the next figure (usually a half-hey). Stick clashing in unison isn't easy, and 
it sounds so awful when not together that fighting with the dancers to keep 
a steady tempo can mar the effect even further. Practice is the place to work 
on stick clashing, not performance. 

3. Corner dances are strucrured so that two people can respond to one 
another, a situation which allows each to match or even strive to ourdo the 
other (Swaggering Boney notwithstanding!). This kind of spotlighting can 
improve everyone's dancing and enjoyment. A musician should be sensi
tive to each pair of corners, adjusting the tempo and/or drawing back on 
capers, etc. Similarly, when playing for jigs, the musician can follow each 
dancer's movements to a much greater degree than when playing for a set. 
The reverse is also true: when one or both corners (or even jig dancers) are 
struggling, the musician would do well to provide an "anchor" to keep 
things under control. Don't go too far into rhythmically risky territory 
unless the dancers look confident and ready for the challenge. 

4. Slow capers have several unique musical attributes besides the obvious 
reduction in tempo. Firstly, whether a dance tune is in 4/4 or 6/8, slows 
will generally be in 4/4 (in the Bacon handbook, slows in 6/8 are generally 
written in "duplets"). The dancers thus need preparation for the change 
in tempo and potentially in meter as well, so many musicians play the in
twduClory beat (or even bar) with an internal division in the impending 
slow rhythm. Similarly, the last beat of the last slow caper can be given a 
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rhythmic "punch," indicating the returning tempo and meter. Secondly, 
there is generally one peak movement in each slow caper. It is IIp to the 
musician to understand and respond ro this change in energy, adjusting 

for the dancer's time in the air on this movement. Know the caper: does 
that big movement come on the second or third beat? As in jumps, play 

the dancer up into the air and follow on the landing. If this means delay
ing the landing, do it: it aUows a strong dancer maximum airtime. 

A slight diversion here: on the subject of slows, I wish ro make a case 
for general understanding of the musical pattern . Most slow sequences fall 

into one of two musical categories: a long introductory beat and a shorter 
final beat-as in Bledingron--Dr a straightforward introduction and a full 

final slow beat-as in Fieldrown. [See Fig. I . Note that the two caper 
sequences are identical; it is the musical phrase which appears ro be "off
set" by one beat.) 

Princess Royal- Slows 4 Slow Capers 

1.o0g locro. 

~ ~ I fJlr JJ:;t:Jg .j J * Ilf m=F;J J If ~ H 

~Shortti"11 IJncr-

8jedington: &ron pnge 90 

Princess Royal - Slows 4 Slow Capen; 

Shen Intro. 

~·I rIr 1] JJILLlfiJ IF j IOJ r r IrA ra 

- -J

-l.,onr.firal n n lr-
Fidd to .....n; Bacon page 167 

Figure 1: Princm Royal Slow Capers 
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I advocate calling these twO situations "Bledingron style" and "Field

town style" as they are so clear. This is especially important when a musi
cian plays for an unfamiliar team or jig dancer. While in England last 

month, for example, I was asked to fill in for a team whose musician was 
late. When a dancer hummed the slows to me beforehand and they didn't 

seem to fit either category, I went ahead and played them as instructed . 

Of course it turned out to be wrong, and if the dancer had merely said 
"like Bledingron" it would have made perfect sense. Having said that many 

dancers cannot speak in musical terms, I nonetheless advocate that fore
men and jig dancers, at least, understand these parrerns. For example, while 

most slow caper sequences follow one model or the other, some teams ig
nore the tradi,tional format. Ha'penny, for instance, deliberately changed 

the Oddingron caper music ro the Fieldtown model, while most sides use 
the Bledingron patrern as given in Bacon. Which does your team follow? 

5. Finally, if a dance finishes with plain capers, these can be greatly im
proved by a slight increase in tempo. The dancers are tired here, and plain 
capers are extremely difficult to do a) well, and, b) in unison. This is the 

last thing the audience sees, and supportive music gives the appearance of 

strong, unified dancers. Help them out, musicians! 

Melodic Articulation 
As if these detailed rhythmic descriptions were not enough, the articula
tion of the melody can also greatly enhance a team's dancing. As Stephen 
Wass said, "I know many people think the tune doesn't matter, it's the 

rhythm that marrers. But I feel that a good rune can really lift you" [Wass, 
cited in Elliott 1993:135}. Few would disagree that good tunes inspire 
good dancing. Nonetheless, most morris tunes can be "good tunes" if 
played with articulation appropriate to the movement. Edie Leicester (then 
Connor), another respondent for my thesis, first insisted that it was the 
melodies themselves which made for good dances, but then discovered that 

there was more (0 it: "I just realiz.ed this. It's more of how the musician 
does it than anything else.. . it's not actually how the notes go, it's the 

execution" [Connor, cited in ElIio(( 1993: 174]. There are numerous ele
ments of melodic articulation which enhance and improve movement, 

whereas [heir opposites can drag movement down or detract from it. 
The most important element (0 me-perhaps obvious by now-is 

what I call "air time ," the part of a movement when the dancers are in the 
air. I believe in giving some "heft" ro the takeoff note and cu((ing it at its 
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peak, more or less, when the feet leave the ground. Enjoy thaI momentary 
silence before the landing. As Laurie Andres said in the American ,'vIorris 
Newsletter (Y. 12, No.3), "You phrase the tune so that you drive them . . . 
into the air. If I play [the downbeat] heavy, it's just going to drive the 
dancers into the ground ... so I try to hit the note hard and kind of release 
it and let it suspend, like the dancers are suspending in the air" [Andres 
1990]. 

A musician may even prefer to remove or shift the notes which occur 
during that air time. In Trunkles, for example, a downward scale passage 
occurs when the dancers arc in the air for an end-of-phrase jump or caper. 
I have always found this passage rather "Ieadening," as a dancer; so if play
ing I would probably swell the upbeat into the downbeat, cutting it sharply 
as the dancers take off, and then heavily dot the scale passage to cover for 
any rhythmic re-adjustment at the landing. It's as if all those internal notes 
are crushed towards the landing to allow for the air time which precedes it 
[See Fig. 2 J. 

Trunkles ('Generic' version) - End ofOnce co Yourself 

I. fu it would probably be: writtm : 

I&M(1 F" V rr IEEff rJ If V r r lUff j 
step-hop s"'p-hop jump laod (hop) 

'A.'_old,.,;" -;C" ~ '"'oF_,U,

tf (' r V rFrJfF r J It fl1 Fill rj J(II 

3. Another way [0 conceptualize i[: .. .-:"" :::.: :~ 

~ \ ij ~~ \ ~df rrprTIFprJ1r' J' lF'r pT i F' ~ r J)J·(II 
Figuu 2: Trunkks Inurpr~lalions 

This effect can be more or less marked, of course, depending on the 
tradition, speed and sryle of the dancing-more extreme in slow, highly 
airborne dancing and less so in faster, bouncier sryles. Similarly, for ca
pers--especially plain capers-I tend to lighten the articulation so as to 
allow the dancer maximum freedom in the air. As Ivor Allsop advocated 
in a Morris Ring music guide, "Play with a light staccato touch ... [the) 
music should have plenty of 'holes' in it" [Allsop 1983:9) . 
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I've said little so far about the various instruments used for morris. This 
is a complex subject and difficult to address comprehensively in the allot
ted space, so I will simply say that various instruments have obvious assets 
and drawbacks as far as morris music goes. Diatonic button boxes are both 
loud and inherently "punchy," on the other hand, piano accordions and 
their kin must fight the tendency toward smoothness. (The best compli
ment I can receive when playing for morris is to be told that my English 
concertina sounds like an Anglo.) Fiddle can be hugely inspiring because 
of the incredible versatiliry of the ins([ument, but it is often hard to hear 
in today's noisy environment unless attacked with heavy bowing and double 
stops. It is no wonder that pipe and tabor, long the favorite of dancers, is 
making a comeback. The pipe can be as staccato or smooth as the player 
wishes (given the abiliry to overblow accurately), irs shrillness cuts through 
any noise, and the drum can provide a thrilling and variery-filled bear. As 
Dick Bagwell states in his pipe and tabor tutor, you can "dance on the tabor 

and sing on the pipe" [Bagwell 1988:22]. 

Communication 
Speaking of pipe and tabor, Andra Herzbrun Horton (then Barrand), an
other of my thesis respondents, indicated that it is the pipe which shows 
where the body should go, i.e., the dance figures, and the drum which 
indicates the steps. She matches her playing to the steps to such an extent 
that she has been known to experiment musically in practice. For example, 
she will playa phrase of music and have team members guess at the steps 
she had in mind; or they will dance a stepping sequence while she matches 
her musical impulses to a different one, and they must explain what didn't 
work and why [HerLbrun Barrand, cited in Elliott 1993:104]. 

Experiments such as these offer a way for dancers to understand the 
role of music in the dance without explicitly having to learn a musical 
vocabulary. Another way to help dancers, Andy says, is to have each dancer 
play drum for a dance-whether they think of themselves as musically ca
pable or not. The experience of watching a set and matching drumbeats 
to footfalls while ostensibly keeping a steady tempo is a wonderful tool for 
learning about how musicians and dancers communicate non-verbally. 
Again, it may not teach dancers musical vocabulary, but they will gain a 
better und(;rstanding of the stresses and accents ("Right there: that's a big 
moment") , and the subtle pull and push on the rhythm which occurs 

throughout tile dance. 
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On Tour 
As stated in Parr I, I think musicians should experiment in practice:, espe
cially if doing so encourages mutual feedback . However, on rour is where 
you want a team ro look its best. How do you do this? Again . helpful 
hints have come from interviewees. Watching and being flexihle are the 
keys. Where to watch is such an interesting ropic: many musicians say 
they watch dancers' feet , but in my experience not that many really do. 
Similarly. many say they will watch #1 in the set. but in fact there are a 
variety of techniques for ascertaining the optimum tempo fOf that set at 
[hat moment. Usually the team foreman is the strongest dancer, which 
means that ideally everyone should dance like him or her-but this is not 
an ideal world. Two strategies enhance the ability of the musician ro help 
create a unified set: watching someone closer ro the team median than the 
strongest dancer; and taking in the whole set by. as Andy said, "SOrt of 
blurring your eyes." i realize that I myself do this kind of visual backing 
off regularly. This allows me ro see whether there are any difficulties which 
would prevent a set being unified. 

My own rule of thumb is to find the strongest dancer in the set, then 
play just a little faster or more crisply than may be ideal for that dancer. 
The first time I played for Kirtlingron Morris in public, I made this kind 
of adjustment quite deliberately. and afterwards received many positive 
comments, including one from a Bampron musician who noted that I'd 
"kept the set well together" and another from the mother of a Kirrlington 
dancer, who commented excitedly, "You put the emphasis in all the right 
places!" 

Well. here we are at the end of this article, with so much left unsaid. 
For example: harmony and counter-melody; embellishments; choosing , 
adapting or composing tunes for new dances (and choreographing to non
morris tunes) ; dealing with massed dances; multiple musicians for a team; 
etc., etc. It is for this reason that I have provided a small bibliography of 
some very relevant books and articles on morris music. They are worth 
reading (and re-reading , as I have just done) . And if much in this article 
sounds familiar or even over-obvious, I remind readers of a statement by 
John Roberts in the music issue of AMN [Y. 12, No. 3-ed.l : "Remem
ber that even the best dancer can always do some work on his double step." 

Best of luck! 
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Team News 

RI NG O 'BELLS 

Ring O'Bells Morris (NYC) will be celebrating our 25 'h anniversary sea
son with a May Pole and dancing on Saturday, May I, 1999. We'll also 
plan to socialize on Sunday, May 2. To be put on our mailing list for de
tails, write to: 

Hara Reiser, 611 West 239 Street, #4B , Riverdale, NY 10463-1213, 
or e-mail to<hkreiser@juno.com>or<RingOBells@aol.com> 

If you are in touch with any of our former teammates, please pass this 
message on. 
Thanks! 
-Yonina Gordon, Ring O'Bel1s 

BARLEY BRIGG NORTHWEST CLOG MORRIS of East Anglia 

Barley Brigg is trying to set up a tour to the States or Canada in the sum
mer of 2000, as parr of our contribution to millennium celebrations. 

Barley Brigg has been entertaining at pubs and fetes around the coumy 
of Suffolk and the rest of East Anglia for 10 years, as well as appearing at 
morris events throughout the rest of the country. This year, for example, 
we attended the Rochester Sweeps Festival in Kem-a festival that has ori 
gins in Victorian times, when the young chimney sweeps of the town used 
to parade through its streets on their May Day holiday. We dance mainly 
over the summer months and occasionally during wimer, particularly on 
Boxing Day and New Year's Day. 

When on tour, we can also bring a ceilidh band with caller to offer 
evenings ofEnglish folk dancing, with additional enterrainmem in the form 
of puppet dancing. 

We would like to find a side who would be willing to host us, show us 
around and so on, with a view to a reciprocal visit to our parr of the world 
later on (this is an exceptionally attractive and old-worldly parr of England 
with a lot to interest any visitors) . 
Interested teanlS please contact us via: 
Alan Hallett, Cosy Cort, Low Road, Friston, Saxrnundham, 
Suffolk IPI 7 IPW; UK 
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The Clog ShopTrefor Owen '1,7, QueeD Street, Horbury 
WAKEFIELD, West Yorkshire 
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To tdephone from the us dial: 011 44 1924 281997 
E-mail address for Trefor Owen is: dogs@globalnet.co.uk 

Artwork - Illustrations - Posters - Cartoons 

Caricatures drawn from a photo of your side 

Magazine/ cartoon leaflet handouts for your team 


Pictures for children to color in of your event 


Andy Hilditch 

3 St. Marys Court, Weald, Bampton 


OXON OXIS 2HX 

England 
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